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1. Precision Instruments: Grand and Small

2. Accelerator-based Subatomic Physics

→Motivation for studying Neutrinos & Higgs to complete

the “Standard Model”

→ DUNE-PIP-II/Y2K-JPARC: International Accelerator

Facilities for Neutrino Studies

3. Challenges “Beyond the Standard Model”

→ “Early” and “Dark” Universe

4. Quantum Sensor Prospects:

→ Cavity-Qubit Detection of “Dark” sector

→ Atomic Interferometric Probe of Early Universe

→ Other Quantum Sensors: NMR,NV Centers, Dirac-Weyl

5. Outlook

OUTLINE



HISTORICAL ROLE of  PRECISION MEASUREMENTS : 

Instrumentation as the great enabler of  measurement
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“Measure what is 

measureable and 

make measureable

what is not so.”

Galileo 

Galiliei

1564

-

1642

“Nothing tends so much to the advancement of  
knowledge as the application of a new instrument”  

-- Sir Humphrey Davy  in “Elements
of Chemical Philosophy” (1812)

Galileo’s telescope, Newton’s microscope
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From looking into the “outer” space

Galileo’s 
telescope



…To looking into the “inner”  space

Newton’s prism spectrometer  

and microscope



TODAY’s and Tomorrow's INSTRUMENTS

GRAND INSTRUMENTS 

Particle Accelerators, Synchrotron Radiation Sources, Free 

Electron lasers, Large-scale Intense Atomic Lasers   

Telescopes, Satellites, Large-scale Laser Interferometers

Multi-ton Deep Underground Experiments

MEZZO-SCALE and TABLE-TOP 

Quantum Sensors as Complementary Instruments of Choice



Innovative Particle Accelerators of  Ever-Increasing 

Energy and Size in 20th Century+

Nobel Trio: Walton, Rutherford, Cockcroft
1m

10m

100m

~400m

3km

10km

27km

100km

Cyclotron

Cockcroft-Walton

Wideröe Linac

Bevatron

SLAC

Tevatron

LEP/LHC

FCC/ILC/CepC/CLIC



Rutherford, Cockcroft, 

Walton, Wideroe, Sloan, 

Hofstadter, Friedman, 

Kendall, Taylor, Richter, Ting, 

……..

Lederman, 

Rubbia, 

van der Meer,

Roentgen,…….

Thomson and 

Thomson Jr., 

Davisson, Bragg 

and Bragg Jr. 

,………….



A large number of dedicated particle physics 
experimentalists, theorists and accelerator 

scientists, have now developed what I will call 

The Standard Model Mandala

Latest Discovery: Higgs particle!!



MK17- --

theory：1964

design：1984

construction：1998

discovery of Higgs boson

2012.7.4

The Higgs enables

atoms to exist

Latest in the series: HIGGS observed, but we barely 
understand it! – Higgs physics can be explored in possible 
future colliders: HL-LHC, HE-LHC, FCC, ILC, CLIC, CepC



The Standard Model Mandala: Least understood:  
“mysterious” Higgs and “elusive”Neutrinos

To advance understanding of Higgs, need even higher energy colliders 
than available today: 

→ FCC (CERN plan or elsewhere), ILC/CLIC,..

To advance understanding of Neutrinos, need higher power proton 
accelerators for long-baseline Neutrino experiments: 

→Y2K (Japan) and DUNE/PIP-II (US)



Ubiquitous yet “Elusive” Neutrinos come in 
three flavors : “electron”, “tau” and “mu” 



NEUTRINOS are continuously 
sharing, exchanging, mixing and 
presenting their multiple identities 
with three “flavors” and three different
“mass” eigenstates very much like 
a Kabuki player presenting different 
faces behind its mask each time it 
reveals….
→ “Mass eigenstates” and “Flavor 

Eigenstates” do not overlap



Must understand the “elusive” neutrinos!!



Understanding Neutrinos: GLOBAL Plans

Multi-MW proton beams will impinge on targets producing unstable particles which 
will decay into intense and precise neutrino beams via magnetic horn techniques, 
directed towards an underground detector THOUSANDS of kms away for short- and 
long-baseline neutrino experiments.

Figure-of-merit: (Mass of detector)x (Beam Power) x (Duration)

Goal for the future years is to produce multi- MW beams from an accelerator 
complex developed over 10 years.

EXAMPLES:

1. The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) at FERMILAB will be an 
international collaboration and unique in its scientific reach. 

1. The Japanese program based on JPARC



Intensity Frontier HEP Accelerators

300+ kW    JPARC (Japan)

EVOLUTION OF INTENSITY FRONTIER ACCELERATORS

400+ kW    CNGS (CERN)

600+ kW    Fermilab’s Main Injector (2016)

700+ kW  Proton Improvement Plan (PIP, 2016)    

1.2+ MW  Proton Improvement Plan-II (ca 2025)    

Post Plan-II multi-MW Upgrade (under study)    

2.5 MW                                   5 MW?    



LBNF-DUNE @ Fermilab



LBNF-DUNE @ Fermilab

houses 4 km vertical shaft



In partnership with:
India/DAE
Italy/INFN

UK/STFC
France/CEA/Irfu, CNRS/IN2P3

(in accordance with US P5 Report)



PIP-II Site  



Linac: MTA

BNB:  MicroBooNE

NuMI:  MINOS+, MINERvA, NOvA

Fixed Target:  SeaQuest, Test Beam 

Facility, M-Center

Muon:  g-2, Mu2e (future)

DUNE:  Short- and Long-baseline Neutrinos

PIP, PIP-II, PIP-III (future)

Also, test and R&D facilities:

ILC Cryomodule

IOTA

SRF

Cryo

PXIE

Evolution of  Fermilab Campus



Accelerator Complex Now

400 MeV

NC Linac

8 GeV RCS

Booster

120 GeV RCS

Main Injector

8 GeV

Recycler

0.45→0.7 MW

target



“Near future”, PIP-II , ca 2023-24

800 MeV

SC Linac

8 GeV RCS

Booster

120 GeV RCS

Main Injector

8 GeV

Recycler

1.2 MW

target



PIP-II SRF Linac & Areas of  International Interest

HWR X 1 SSR1 X 2

SSR2 X 7

LB650 X 11

HB650 X 4

Compressor System

He Gas Tanks

LHe
Dewar

Cold Box

Distribution 
Box

Cryogenic Transfer 
Lines

Gas Header
HB650HWR SSR1 SSR2 LB650

·
 

Te
x

tCryomodules
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PIP-II is the first U.S. accelerator project to be built with 

major international contributions  

SSR1
β=0. 22

SSR2
β=0.47

LB650
β=0.61

HB650
β=0.92

IS LEBT RFQ
HWR

β=0.11
MEBT
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Telescopes to the early universe

nowBig 

Bang

Reaching the energy scale in the laboratory to simulate the earlier 

times and higher energies in the Universe’s evolution is daunting!     

But, the “signals” are all there in the space-time of our laboratories, 

albeit as very weak “tremors” and “fossils” from the Big-Bang early 

universe!  Need “Cosmic Archaeology”!



Quantum Sensors are particularly suited to probe 

the “dark” sector of  the universe

Today’s Measure of  the 

Mass-Energy Budget of  

the Universe 



ΩDE

~ 4×10-10 Nm-2
→ Measurement of Casimir effect (1996)

~ 1.3×10-10 Nm-2
→ Cold cathode ionization gauge

=   6.3×10-10 Jm-3

Corresponds to energy density of a static electric field:

E =  12 V/m   (Dark Energy)

“Dark Matter” density is even higher implying:

E ~ 10 kV/m  !!  (Dark Matter)

Must look for “AC”-effects (fluctuations) on a fixed background!

PHYSICAL MEASURE of the DARK SECTOR: 
DARK MATTER/ENERGY and FORCE ESTIMATES 

ΩDM



The Problem of Dark Matter

10-43GeV 1048 GeV  

(MACHO)
100 eV 102GeV  

(SM)

bosonic WIMPs

10-22eV

(yr-1)

Fit in visible galaxy

One Possibility: Same scale as visible galaxy for DarkMatter?

Dark Sun, Other Dark Stars, Dark Milky Way Galaxy,..??

Many Generic Conceptual/Theoretical Candidates:

Hidden Sector Photons,  Axions, MassiveVector Bosons,  Relaxions, ….

How do we search for them? →AC Effects of Dark Matter:

I. On Photons (Sensitive and Precise Coupling to “alpha”~ 1/137) ***

II. On Electrons/Nucleons ( SQUIDS : Materials with Special NMR properties)

*** I will only discuss this technique





Emerging 

Quantum Initiatives:

Quantum Sensors invoking

‘Quantum Entanglement’



Quantum Sensors – i.e. instruments that exploit 
quantum physics in general and the fundamental 
phenomenon of “quantum entanglement” in natural 
systems in particular -- have the potential of 
enabling “precision-” and “discovery-class” research 
in Fundamental Science, Quantum Information 
Science and Computing.



Ordinary Quantum Limits in Impulse Sensing

• Beat the Zero-point noise

• Squeezing, Non-demolition/back-action  evasion

• State transport and transduction

• Single photon detectors

• Measuring arbitrarily small forces

• Cooper pair-breaking detectors



WHY Invoke Quantum Entanglement? 

Quantum Entanglement allows for “Squeezed” states and 
approach the quantum limit of  a single photon



EXAMPLE: Low Level Detection of  Radio-Frequency Waves:

Quantum-limited amplifiers suffer from zero-point noise

Thermal  noise = ½ kT per resolved mode 
→Quantum noise = 1 photon per resolved mode in the T=0 limit.

Noise photon rate exceeds signal rate in many high frequency high precision 
signal detection schemes for exotic searches  of very “weak” processes.. 

Need new sensor technology….

½ ħ= quantum of phase 
space area.
Simultaneous 
measurement of wave 
amplitude and phase 
gives irreducible zero-
point noise in 
measurement.
(Caves, 1982)



Quantum Non-Demolition (QND) single photon counting 

technique can do much better : Probing cavity photon number 

exactly without absorbing/destroying any photon

Number operator commutes with the Hamiltonian→ all back reaction is put into the phase.  
Noise = shot noise, thermal backgrounds.

At T<30 mK, 10 GHz, 
Boltzmann-suppressed 
thermal blackbody photon 
background rate is 10-4 of zero-
point noise.Phase space area is 

still ½ħ but is squeezed 
in radial (amplitude) 
direction.  Phase of 
wave is randomized.

Demonstrated with Rydberg atoms, 
(Haroche/Wineland Nobel Prize 2012)

Implemented as solid state qubits for 
quantum computing, 
(Schoelkopf/ Schuster, 2007)

4 orders of magnitude 
improvement in sensitivity for 
probing “ultra-weak” processes!



Noise rates, qubits vs quantum-limited amplifiers

Linear amplifiers suffer from the “standard quantum limit” 

(SQL, Caves, 1980): 1 photon’s worth of noise per 

frequency-resolved mode. Quantum Non-Demolition (QND) 

measurements’ noise is blackbody-dominant. Cooling to 

O(10) mK gives clear benefits.  



RF QUANTUM CONVERETERS
“Coherent Wave-like Oscillations”

Total Noise = White Noise (amplifier imprecision) + Other 

Noise (thermal, vacuum and quantum back-action 

Fluctuations). Thermal noise is an important noise source 

for f<300 MHz (2 micro eV)

Photon Counting not effective. Invent method of Quantum Non-demolition to 
evade quantum back-action, thus reducing white noise without adding to 
back-action, for a single quadrature (amplitude or phase), leading to constant 
SNR maintained over a broader bandwidth, thus enhancing search rate.



Quantum Noise Reduction



MICROWAVE QUANTUM ELECTRONICS: 

UNITARY QUANTUM UP-DOWN CONVERTERS
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Cavity-Qubit Electrodynamics to probe 

for “dark” sector particles: 

Axions, Hidden Sector Photons,…



Dark Matter Detection: What kind of Effects are we looking for?  1 in 
10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 !!!

shield

Fancy Detector: Quantum 
Sensor

Normal Matter

Dark Matter

Blocked

Pierces

L

C

Tunable superconducting resonant LC circuit (a radio)

Could detect “Dark photons” 
or embedded in a magnetic 
field, could detect “Axions”.



Cavity-Qubit Coupling



CAVITY-QUBIT SEPARATION



OVERLAPPED SPECTRUM of  CAVITY + 

QUBIT



PERTURBED QUBIT via CAVITY



PERTURBED CAVITY by QUBIT



Qubit-based detectors enable coverage of  remaining dark matter Axion parameter 

space – basis of  Gen-3 ADMX experiment 
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Lots of  low hanging fruit for fundamental science applications in time frame of  

a decade as knowledge transfer before a practical quantum computer becomes 

practical in many decades!



Qubit-based single microwave photon sensors for Dark Matter  

“Axion” detection          [                  + DOE QI (~ $2 M) ]

• Increase the signal photon rate by using superconducting qubits as QND detectors and an high-Q 
cavity in a non-classical state

– sensitive to incoming axion waves with any arbitrary phase

• Reduce impact of read errors by incorporating multi-qubit readout 

– Possibly further improving by preparing them in an entangled state and even 
utilizing quantum ML



Probing the Very Early Universe and the “Dark” Universe:
via Atomic Beam Interferometry

Detection of Stochastic Low Frequency Gravitational 
Wave Background from the “Inflationary” Era

+
Perturbed Atomic Transitions via Coupling of the 
Electromagnetic Sector (i.e. fine structure constant) 
with the “Dark” sector



“Coherent” Gravitational Radiation

• Gravitational radiation predicted by General Relativity

– Ripples in the curvature of space-time that propagate as tensor waves

• Indirect evidence in seen in decay rate of binary pulsars by Hulse and 
Taylor

• Direct observation of gravitational waves in LIGO November, 2015

• (~20 – 30 Hz)



Stochastic Gravitational Radiation

• At the end of the so-called inflationary period, the universe must have 
experienced a gravitational crunch, whose “tremors” must exist today as 
“stochastic” background gravitational waves;

• Can we design sensors to “feel” these gravitational tremors ?

Strain: (dl/l) ~10E-25 @ 1 Hz??



Gravitational Wave Spectrum
LIGO

Hz 102Hz 103Hz10-18Hz

CMB

10-4 Hz 10-3 Hz

new sensors

10-2 Hz 10-1 Hz 1 Hz 10

LISA

“Hammer” and “Nail” problem: we have a ‘hammer’ in the 

form of  an atomic beam interferometer and looking for a ‘nail’ 

in the form of  some sort of  gravitational radiation in the mid-

band gap





GW detection with atoms

Measure differential acceleration between two inertial masses

L (1 + h sin(ωt ))

strain

frequency

LIGO Atom Interferometry

Proof mass Suspended end mirrors Freely falling atoms

Proof mass separation Laser interferometry Light flight time

Reference 2nd interferometer arm Atomic phase (clock)



Atom interference

Light 
interferometer

Atom 
interferometer

Atom

http://scienceblogs.com/principles/2013/10/22/quantum-erasure/
http://www.cobolt.se/interferometry.html

Light fringes
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Light
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Light Pulse Atom Interferometry

p/2 pulse “beamsplitter”

p pulse “mirror”

“beamsplitter”
p/2 pulse

Interior 
view |p+k>

|p >

Time

Po
si

ti
o

n



Wave function of atom has phase 
factor exp(if)  

The wavefunction

Phase 

 ~ k.z ~ k.g.   

10 m fall ~1 sec

100 m fall ~ 3.2 secs

1000 m fall ~ 10 secs

T2



Typical Atom Trap as Source

• A Portable Atom Trap built at a university 
lab → Today’s record 50 pico-Kelvin with 
number of trapped atoms ~ 108   

• Still needs improvement in stability, 
lifetime and repetition rate for being 
useful in interferometric detection of 
gravitational background or “dark” energy

A cloud  of ultra-cold atoms 
•Temp ~ 5mk 
•17 x 106 Atoms



Dark Energy and Gravitational Wave Detection with Accelerometers

Two 10 m atom interferometers at either ends of a mine 

shaft. Both interferometers will be operated by common 
lasers. Signal scales with length ~ 1 km between 
interferometers.

Allows free fall time ~ 1s.  Maximally sensitive in the 
1 Hz band.

→ POSSIBILITIES in the Sanford Lab where
DUNE long-baseline neutrino experiment 
will be carried out by a global team using
high powered beams from Fermilab sent
to underground detectors with a vertical
shaft of a few kilometers.

Gravitational waves @ 1 Hz could open the window 

for direct tests of cosmic inflation, frequency range 

inaccessible to LIGO/LISA. Atomic interferometers 

can also be sensitive detectors of “dark” energy.

EXAMPLE:



LBNF-DUNE @ Fermilab

houses 4 km vertical shaft



10 meter scale atomic fountain at Stanford

< 3 nK



Hence  “dark” sector and gravitational wave background 

search using Atomic Beam Interferometers at Fermilab.

Early Explorations at Fermilab

Precision Neutrino science in deep underground 

facilities a Core Competency of Fermilab.

An vertical underground shaft a few kilometers long 

already exists at the Sanford Lab housing the DUNE 

experiment.

A 100 meter tall NuMI shaft already exists in the MINOS 

facility which can be carefully examined for an 

intermediate experiment.



105 meter tall NuMI shaft in the MINOS





MAGIS-100: Matter-wave Atomic Gradiometer Interferometric Sensor to Probe the Dark Sector 

and Primordial Gravitational Waves 

Acceleration (top) and Gravity Gradient 

Noise (below) at the surface (left) and at 

the bottom (right) of the MAGIS-100 

shaft at Fermilab

Laser 

Wavefront

Aberrations



But useful to have two 
interferometric set-ups to establish 

correlations of the field



∆φ=0

Relative motion 
in the Galactic 

Frame 
establishes long-
tern space-time 
“correlations”



∆φ≠0…









→ Trapped Ions, Cold Molecules, Cold Atoms, NV (Nitrogen-Vacancy) centres 

→ ‘Dirac’ and ‘Weyl’ topological materials can couple ordinary matter to
‘dark’ matter by shrinking the ‘band-gap’ between valence and conduction 

bands

PROMISE of OTHER QUANTUM SENSORS:  

→ Today’s state-of-the-art Quantum Cavity Opto-mechanics operate in any part 
of the EM Spectrum from kilogram to femtogram scale from DC to 10 GHz



SPIN-BASED SEARCHES for ULTRALIGHT DARK 

MATTER and AXIONS



Creating macroscopic 

quantum systems and yet 

preserving long-lived quantum 

coherence is the key phrase in 

the future potential of  

Quantum Sensors….                                       



Thank You!
For your

Attention!!!!!!!!


